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Conclusion
Movie Circles provide a stimulating method for 
students to engage with topics from multiple 
perspectives. The format can easily be adapted to 
any genre of movie or topic the instructor intends 
to approach. As the activity encourages students 
to consider issues in a critical way, it is especially 
useful for content-based instruction and CLIL- 
(Content and Language Integrated Learning) based 
courses. Students usually become so immersed in 

the content of these discussions that they forget 
that it is a graded assignment, and their commu-
nication becomes very natural. This is not only 
beneficial to their spoken fluency, but it also boosts 
their confidence.  

Appendices
The appendices are available from the online ver-
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The group oral discussion task (also known as 
group discussion test and group oral test) is 
a popular time-efficient and cost-effective 

solution for evaluating language learners’ speaking 
abilities, as it prompts groups of learners to discuss a 
topic in their target language while a rater observes 
and evaluates individual speakers simultaneously 
(Shohamy et al., 1986). The task has been noted as 
a means to detect changes in speaking proficiency 
over time (Leaper & Brawn, 2019), and for its ability 
to generate positive washback in a communicative 
curriculum (Bonk & Ockey, 2003). Though imple-
mentation procedures and utility vary by context, the 
outcome for learners is often similar: a score (ideally 
rubric-based) and some feedback (ideally forward-fo-
cused). But what if, instead of an evaluation, learners 
were immediately provided with quantitative data 

describing their own individual performances? And 
what if teachers could administer the discussion task 
to an entire class simultaneously, evaluate individuals 
later, and track their progress across similar activities 
over time? Finally, what if researchers could easily 
collect a range of data types regarding such a task?

In this article, I introduce P-CHAT, an online 
tool designed to provide lower-proficiency (CEFR 
A1-B1) Japanese learners of English with the means 
to conduct meaningful formative self-assessment 
of their own speaking performances on a group oral 
discussion task. Furthermore, it allows teachers to 
evaluate individuals asynchronously and monitor 
their progress over time while also serving as a 
research instrument capable of collecting multiple 
types of data relating to L2 English conversations. 
Awarded “Best Moodle Innovation of 2020” by the 
Moodle Association of Japan, P-CHAT is described 
here in terms of the affordances it provides learners, 
teachers, and researchers.

What is P-CHAT?
Technically speaking, P-CHAT is a plugin (i.e., 

supplemental programming which adds specific 
features and functions to existing software) for 
the Moodle learning management system. It was 
funded by a JSPS Kaken Grant (19K13309) and pro-
grammed by Poodll Co. Ltd., a certified developer 
of Moodle-based plugins for language teaching and 
learning. Pedagogically speaking, P-CHAT is a com-
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municative classroom activity wherein learners are 
individually guided through a four-step sequence 
of tasks that center around a group discussion. 
Though intended for use in face-to-face environ-
ments, it has been implemented successfully in 
tandem with video conferencing technology.

Figure 1
The Preparation Interface

Figure 2
The Recording Interface

Using the P-CHAT interface on personal or 
classroom devices, learners first set the conditions 
for their discussion by confirming their partners’ 
names, the discussion topic, and the duration of the 

discussion. As shown in Figure 1, they may also type 
a personal list of target words or phrases that they 
can refer to during the conversation. In the second 
step, learners make individual audio recordings of 
their own contributions to an unscripted group 
discussion, conducted in groups of two or three. 
Figure 2 illustrates the recording interface, in which 
teachers can also choose to display an image or vid-
eo to prompt or scaffold the discussion. In the third 
step, learners listen to their audio recordings and 
individually transcribe only their own speech, using 
the transcription interface to divide it into conver-
sational turns (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3
The Transcription Interface

Finally, in the fourth step, learners are presented 
with seven numerical figures that describe their 
contribution to the discussion in quantitative 
terms: the total number of words they spoke; the 
total number of turns they took; their average turn 
length and their longest turn length (both repre-
sented as a number of words spoken); the number 
of questions they asked; the number of pre-select-
ed target words or phrases they spoke; and an “AI 
Accuracy” percentage, which is calculated as the 
amount of overlap between the speaker’s tran-
scription and a separate transcription generated 
with automatic speech recognition (ASR) technol-
ogy (specifically, Amazon AWS). Alongside these 
descriptive statistics, an interactive version of their 
finished transcription is displayed with ASR discrep-
ancies boldfaced. Clicking on a boldfaced word in 
this window triggers an automatic playback of that 
section of audio, and a pop-up window displaying 
what was heard. In this final step, learners refer to 
this automatic feedback to answer three reflective 
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prompts set by the teacher, an example of which 
can be seen at the bottom of Figure 4.

Figure 4
The Revision Interface

Affordances for Learners
The main intended pedagogical affordance of 

P-CHAT is its capacity to help lower-proficiency 
learners conduct actionable formative self-assess-
ment. The provision of objective and easily under-
standable figures allows learners to make concrete 
statements about their performances (e.g., “I spoke 
72 words and only asked one question.”) and set 
tangible goals for subsequent attempts (e.g., “Next 
time I will speak at least 100 words and ask at least 
two questions.”). P-CHAT also offers learners the 
ability to track and compare their progress over 
time with straightforward line charts that plot 
their metrics across P-CHAT attempts. As shown 
in Figure 5, learners who engage in this activity 
cycle are rewarded with an ever-increasing stat line 
and objective proof that they are able to contribute 
more to an English language discussion with their 
peers through continued and dedicated practice. 

P-CHAT also leverages task sequencing to the 
advantage of the student through positive wash-
back. Learners may spend weeks engaging in 
communicative tasks relating to the topic, learning 
and reviewing specific conversational strategies, 
practicing conversations with partners, generat-
ing target wordlists, and producing language that 
can be reused during discussions using P-CHAT. 

Despite the relatively low stakes of the task, audio 
recordings can encourage active participation and 
promote accountability. In transcribing them-
selves, learners may attend to a variety of linguis-
tic features including phonetic production, word 
selection, intonation, and spelling. Finally, reflective 
prompts offer opportunities to not only set goals, 
but to engage in form-focused activities such as the 
identification and rectification of grammatical or 
pragmatic errors.

Figure 5
Sample Metric Screen of Average Words Produced 
Across Numerous Tasks

Affordances for Teachers
P-CHAT affords teachers with the means to con-

duct higher-stakes assessments, such as the conven-
tional group oral test it was based on. Conceding 
rater reliability as a valid concern, Van Moere (2006) 
also concluded that the group oral test is “useful for 
making general inferences about a candidate’s abili-
ty to converse in a foreign language” (p. 436). Figure 
6 shows the P-CHAT grading interface which allows 
teachers to simultaneously evaluate all individuals 
of a group asynchronously. P-CHAT sessions done 
face-to-face produce individual audio recordings 
that were made in proximity, so teachers can choose 
to listen to one of the recordings and follow along 
with the three transcriptions, using an interactive 
and customizable rubric (toggled using the “Grade 
entry” button) to score each learner. Teachers look-
ing to avoid scheduling challenges inherent with 
deploying performance-based speaking assessments 
can administer P-CHAT in a single session and save 
scoring for a more convenient time.

Teachers will also find the progress reports (see 
Figure 6) helpful as portfolio submissions, which 
can be referenced during consultations with 
individual learners. In addition to the individu-
al progress reports, teachers also have access to 
similar whole-class progress reports which can help 

https://jalt-publications.org/tlt
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identify larger scale trends, such as the accessibility 
of a given discussion topic (represented by dips in 
overall production) or the performance trends of 
different cohorts. 

Figure 6
Sample of a Student’s Progress Report

Affordances for Researchers
Researchers looking to collect and analyze large 

amounts of data will be pleased to find export-
able CSV reports of individual P-CHAT attempts 
including audio recordings, full student- and 
machine-generated transcriptions, the seven 
descriptive metrics, scores, and written responses 
to reflective questions. Several on-going research 
projects have made use of P-CHAT as an instrument 
and are investigating the accuracy of student-gen-
erated transcriptions, patterns and correlations 
between reported metrics and rubric-based rater 
scores, and learner and teacher perceptions of the 
tool as a language learning asset. Teachers and 
researchers interested in using P-CHAT to conduct 
and participate in research activities are invited to 
use P-CHAT at no cost on a dedicated Moodle with 
consultation from the author.

Conclusion
This article has introduced an award-winning 

new tool for promoting learner-centered forma-
tive self-assessment of L2 English discussions. 
Described as a modern iteration of a convention-
al group discussion task, P-CHAT functions as a 
guided sequence of computer mediated language 
learning activities and a range of affordances for 
learners, teachers, and researchers.
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Listening to Unabridged 
Audiobooks while Reading 
the Original on Paper
Andrew Obermeier
Kyoto University of Education

A straightforward and convenient way for inter-
mediate and upper-intermediate students to 
progress toward advanced-level proficiency is 

to listen to unabridged audiobooks while reading the 
original book on paper. Learners can either alternate 
listening and reading or do them simultaneously. 
Combining these two sources of input provides valu-
able contextual learning opportunities as learners 
can take advantage of the different benefits of text 
and audio input. At first, listening to an unabridged 
audiobook will be daunting for language learn-
ers. Nevertheless, Moodle tools enable teachers to 
provide extensive support to help learners apply this 
strategy. This article will explain how Moodle can be 
used to deepen comprehension and foster contextual 
vocabulary learning by using an unabridged audio-
book and its original paper book as the course text.

Corpus Analysis for Audiobook Selection
A corpus analysis was conducted to confirm that 

the students would have 98% vocabulary coverage 
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within the book and audiobook. This analysis helped 
to ensure that they would not encounter too many 
unknown words. At 98% coverage, learners can 
adequately comprehend and learn from contextual 
clues (Nation, 2006). Japanese students at upper-level 
universities have a mean vocabulary size of 4,903 
words (McLean et al., 2014). However, research has 
confirmed that a vocabulary size of 8,000 to 9,000 
words is necessary for understanding a wide vari-
ety of texts without unknown vocabulary being a 
problem (Schmitt, 2008). The widespread acceptance 
and use of the JACET 8000 in Japan is testimony 
to the importance of this vocabulary learning goal 
(Mochizuki, 2016). Using a well-chosen unabridged 
audiobook and its source text, students can learn 
vocabulary from context and make progress toward 
becoming comfortable with reading and listening 
at the 8,000-word frequency level. The techniques 
explained herein aim to train students to use this 
strategy that they can apply to other unabridged 
audiobooks and their sourcebooks.

A corpus analysis can reveal the lexical coverage 
required for texts and be conducted quickly using 
Vocabprofile at lextutor.ca. Figure 1 shows select-
ed output from the corpus profile of the text for 
the course explained in this article, The 7 Habits 
of Highly Effective People (Covey, 2020). Crucially, 
if learners’ lexical knowledge is estimated to be 
around 5,000 words, they will have coverage of 
97.91% of the words they encounter. Furthermore, 
adding the counts of the mid-frequency 4,000- to 
8,000-word frequency bands (rows k-04 to k-08 
in Figure 1) shows that learners will meet 2,982 
token words in this range. Importantly, learners’ 
vocabulary size estimates are based on their visual 
knowledge, which in Japan tends to be higher than 
their aural knowledge. An essential benefit of this 
strategy is that learners use their visual knowledge 
to help strengthen their aural ability. In sum, the 
corpus profile shows that learners will have ample 
opportunities for contextual vocabulary learning 
and not be overburdened with unfamiliar words.

Figure 1
Vocabulary Profile Output From the Lextutor Website

Encouraging Learners to Listen Extensively
Although it is assuring that learners will have ade-

quate vocabulary coverage for text comprehension, 
they will nonetheless encounter low-frequency 
words they do not know. Such words give little val-
ue for the effort expended learning them, so it is im-
portant to teach learners to resist the temptation to 
spend too much time on them. They should notice 
unknown words and perhaps highlight, underline, 
or note them in their paper texts, but they are guid-
ed to work quickly through the whole text and fo-
cus on grasping the main ideas. To this end, Moodle 
has visually appealing course formats that enable 
teachers to provide a broad overview and show how 
learning activities connect to the text and course 
contents. Figure 2 shows Moodle’s Topics format. 
Clicking the bullet point beside each topic ex-
pands it to reveal activities and learning resources. 
Students are frequently told that the purpose of the 
course is to help them understand the main ideas, 
engage with them briefly, and move on. I explain 
that much contextual learning will take care of itself 
as they engage with the text and encourage them 
to view the course as an extensive warm-up; that is, 
they can relisten and reread materials autonomous-
ly and repeatedly throughout their lives. 

Figure 2
Moodle’s Topics Format

Another essential criterion for text selection is 
for the unabridged audiobook to have a strong 
narration. Audiobooks are available at many sites, 

https://jalt-publications.org/tlt
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but audible.com is the most advanced, providing 
listener-based narrator ratings and sample audio. 
Furthermore, Audible’s app provides useful book-
marking and notetaking features, which can be 
helpful for both learners and teachers. Covey (2020) 
has an average 4.9 out of 5-star rating from 1,309 
reviewers. The 15-hour unabridged audio is passion-
ately read aloud by the author, and his son provides 
valuable insights that he has gained over many years 
of applying and teaching the ideas. Their strong de-
sire to teach results in vibrant intonation, providing 
learners ample opportunities to practice listening to 
natural spoken English. In addition, the 440-page 
paper text has many helpful explanatory diagrams 
and is logically organized. 

Balancing Learning Modes
After selecting a text that matches learners’ 

vocabulary size and has a good audiobook, learn-
ing activities should be balanced to help learners 
acquire strong and deep knowledge of the words 
they learn (Schmitt, 2008). Research indicates that 
developing vocabulary knowledge depth entails 
balancing complementary explicit and implicit 
vocabulary learning modes (Hunt & Beglar, 2005). 
Another framework balances four strands of mean-
ing-focused input, meaning-focused output, lan-
guage-focused learning, and fluency development 
(Nation, 2007). Similarly, when designing activities 
for developing listening skills, the teacher should 
balance learning activities across a range of types to 
ensure a variety of ways to cognitively engage with 
the material. The modes of listening recommended 
by Rost (2011, p. 183) for promoting such a variety 
are as follows.
• Intensive (pay close attention to what is actual-

ly said)
• Selective (extract key information to use in a 

meaningful way)
• Interactive (interact verbally with others to 

clarify and apply meaning)
• Extensive (focus on listening continuously, 

managing large amounts of listening input)
• Responsive (focus on response to listening 

input)
• Autonomous (select one’s own listening tasks 

and monitor progress)
Figure 3 shows how Moodle activities are inte-

grated to balance learning and listening modes in 
this course, to foster vocabulary learning, and to 
deepen listening and text comprehension.

Figure 3
Moodle Activities to Support Vocabulary Learning

Moodle’s Quiz, Forum, and h5p Interactive Video 
are used to administer the activities shown in 
Figure 3. Paper comprehension guides are given 
to accompany listening homework assignments, 
followed by open-note, in-class quizzes to monitor 
comprehension and encourage extensive listening. 
Gapfill handouts are distributed to focus learners 
on key 10- to 15-minute listening passages from 
each chapter to promote intensive listening. These 
are also followed by in-class paired reading aloud 
(one learner reads the side with blanks aloud, and 
the other supports them by silently reading the side 
with words filled in and giving hints as needed). 
These are also followed by in-class gapfill quizzes. 
To summarize each chapter, h5p Interactive Videos 
are created by combining a simple 10- to 15-minute 
PowerPoint presentation exported to video to ac-
company the audio with helpful visual cues to guide 
comprehension. The diagram in Figure 4 depicts 
the display, which is shown for about seven minutes 
while the audio plays.

Figure 4
Interactive Listening Activity Using h5p

The audio stops and learners are asked questions 
to consolidate each section at essential points. 
Figure 5 shows an example of a question in the h5p 

http://audible.com
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gapfill format. As shown in the figure, learners can 
click on the link in each blank to get hints.

Figure 5
Comprehension Question from an h5p Interactive Video 

Final Considerations
I have found the audiobook explained in this arti-

cle useful for teaching upper-intermediate commu-
nicative English classes because its topic (effective 
everyday living) provides abundant opportunities 
for students to talk about how the ideas apply to 
themselves. Nevertheless, other teachers may find 
other audiobooks more relevant for their students 
and teaching contexts.
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The Bigger Picture: Part 1
Happily Ever After: Post-
Reading Projects for 
Picturebooks
Martin Sedaghat
Niigata University of Health and Welfare 
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martin.sedaghat@gmail.com

P icturebooks are powerful tools for language 
learners. They tell stories through words and 
pictures, which are both essential to the under-

standing of the text. While these kinds of books have 
many different labels (storybook, realbook, etc.), cur-
rently the most prevalent is the use of the compound 
noun ‘picturebook’ as it reflects the compound na-
ture of words and pictures coming together to create 
meaning (Mourão, 2016). Picturebooks are a source 
of authentic language, motivation, and foundational 
literacy skills but once the story is told and the book 
is closed, there are still opportunities for meaningful 
learning to take place.

This article will explore a variety of post-reading 
activities for young learners, including retellings of 
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